Kindness Mini-Cards Terms of Use

These Kindness Cards were created for non-commercial purposes as a gift to the visitors of the Creativity Portal Kindness Web site. By downloading and printing these cards, you agree to these terms of use:

1. You may download and print this file (the cards) for personal, non-commercial use only. You may not profit in any way from the use of this file, or use it for any other purpose than was intended by the designer.

2. You may not redistribute this file electronically, through another Web site, e-mail, or any storage retrieval system. You may link to the page you downloaded it from on the Creativity Portal Kindness Web site as a reference for others to download the file.

3. This file is available on an as-is basis. The Creativity Portal may not be held responsible for any negative consequences you may have resulting from downloading, saving, or printing the file.

4. Terms of use may be revised at any time.
Great Job!

Thank You!

What I Like About You...